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Conditions of Use
The Cambridge Structural Database Portfolio (CSD Portfolio)
including, but not limited to, the following: ConQuest, CSD-Editor,
Decifer, Mercury, Mogul, IsoStar, CSD Conformer Generator, Hermes,
GOLD, SuperStar, the CSD Python API, web accessible CSD tools
and services, WebCSD, CSD sketchers, CSD data files, CSD data
updates, the CSD database, sub-files derived from the foregoing
data files, documentation and command procedures, test versions
of any existing or new program, code, tool, data files, sub-files,
documentation or command procedures which may be available
from time to time (each individually a Component) encompasses
database and copyright works belonging to the Cambridge
Crystallographic Data Centre (CCDC) and its licensors and all rights
are protected.
Any use of a Component of the CSD Portfolio, is permitted solely in
accordance with a valid Licence of Access Agreement or Products
Licence and Support Agreement and all Components included are
proprietary. When a Component is supplied independently of the
CSD Portfolio its use is subject to the conditions of the separate
licence. All persons accessing the CSD Portfolio or its Components
should make themselves aware of the conditions contained in the
Licence of Access Agreement or Products Licence and Support
Agreement or the relevant licence.

In particular:
• The CSD Portfolio and its Components are licensed subject to a
time limit for use by a specified organisation at a specified
location.
• The CSD Portfolio and its Components are to be treated as
confidential and may NOT be disclosed or re-distributed in any
form, in whole or in part, to any third party.
• Software or data derived from or developed using the CSD
Portfolio may not be distributed without prior written approval
of the CCDC. Such prior approval is also needed for joint projects
between academic and for-profit organisations involving use of
the CSD Portfolio.
• The CSD Portfolio and its Components may be used for scientific
research, including the design of novel compounds. Results may
be published in the scientific literature, but each such
publication must include an appropriate citation as indicated in
the Schedule to the Licence of Access Agreement or Products
Licence and Support Agreement and on the CCDC website.
• No representations, warranties, or liabilities are expressed or
implied in the supply of the CSD Portfolio or its Components by
CCDC, its servants or agents, except where such exclusion or
limitation is prohibited, void or unenforceable under governing
law.
Licences may be obtained from:
Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre
12 Union Road
Cambridge CB2 1EZ, United Kingdom
Web: http://www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk
Telephone: +44-1223-336408
Email: admin@ccdc.cam.ac.uk

Introduction
Please note that this User Guide assumes familiarity with the
KNIME component collection and makes no effort to teach the
basics. If you are not a proficient user, KNIME AG provide excellent
learning resources here.

Integration Scheme
This KNIME component collection allows workflows to integrate
functionality from the CSD Python API without the necessity of
writing code. We have used KNIME Components wrapping
standard Python Script nodes (see KNIME >
Node Repository > Scripting > Python) to interface with the API,
with a bespoke Python module ccdc_knime managing all the actual
API calls. The components and their companion example workflows
are accessed via the KNIME Hub.

Requirements
In order to use these components, you will need to have all
necessary CCDC software and databases installed and to have the
appropriate licenses. For the CSD Search components and the
Mercury viewer, you will need to have at least a ‘CSD-Core’ license.
For GOLD docking and the Hermes viewer, you will need to have at
least ‘CSD-Core + GOLD’ or a ‘CSD-Discovery’ license.
KNIME itself must be installed, of course, and it can be downloaded
here. You will also need to install the extensions
‘KNIME Python Integration’, ‘ChemAxon/
Infocom Marvin Extensions Feature’ and ‘RDKit KNIME integration’.
This is done via the Install New Software item in the KNIME Help
menu.
For the ‘KNIME Python Integration’ extension, first select the update
site https://update.knime.com/analytics‑platform/4.2 in the
Work with dropdown. Then, enter Python in the filter box below
and select the appropriate checkbox (N.B. do not click Next > yet):

The ‘ChemAxon/Infocom Marvin Extensions Feature’ is installed
from the same update site. Enter Marvin in the filter box, select the
appropriate checkbox and click Next >:

Click Next > on the Install Details panel, accept the licenses on the
Review Licenses panel and click Finish. Note that it is not
necessary to restart KNIME at this stage.
For the ‘RDKit KNIME integration’ extension, first select the update
site https://update.knime.com/community‑contributions/trusted/4.2
in the Work with dropdown. Then, enter RDKit in the filter box
below, select the appropriate checkbox and click Next >:

As before, click Next > on the Install Details panel, accept the
licenses on the Review Licenses panel and click Finish. This time,
however, choose to restart KNIME to complete the installation.

1.2.1 Setting up KNIME to use the CSD Release Python
distribution
Also required is a Miniconda (or Anaconda) Python distribution with
the CCDC packages installed. If you do not have an existing
distribution you wish to use, you can simply use that which comes
with the CSD Release distribution.
For all platforms:
• The KNIME Python environment is configured via
File > Preferences > KNIME > Python.
• The option Python version to use by default should be set to
Python 3.
• The option Python environment configuration should be set to
Manual.
Then follow the platform-specific instructions below.
1.2.1.a Windows
On Windows, assuming the CSD Release software was installed to
the default folder, set Path to the Python 3 start script under
Python 3 (Default) to:

C:\Program Files\CCDC\Python_API_2022\run_csd_python_api.bat

The configuration panel should then look like:

Click Apply and Close and you should be able to run workflows
using CCDC components.
1.2.1.b Linux or macOS
For Linux and macOS, the setup is very similar, but depends on the
location of the CSD software. If, for example, the software was
installed into the directory /home/vagrant/CCDC, then
Path to the Python 3 start script under Python 3 (Default) should
be set to:
/home/vagrant/CCDC/Python_API_2022/run_csd_python_api

The configuration panel would then look like:

1.2.2 Setting up KNIME to use your own Python
installation
1.2.2.a Using a pre-existing installation
If you already have a Miniconda (or full Anaconda) installation you
wish to use, you can download and install the CCDC packages
yourself. Note that we recommend installing packages into a conda
environment as opposed to the base environment, and this is
assumed in the instructions below.
If you are a CCDC Research Partner, go to the Downloads site and
sign in as normal. Click on the link CSD Python API under CSD-Core
and you will see a list of the packages you can download. If, instead,
you have a Customer Number and Activation Key, go to the CSDS
Downloads site and request a set of download links to be emailed
to you as normal.
Either way, you will need two conda packages: the main CSD
Python API conda package and the KNIME-specific package. These
must be the appropriate ones for your Operating System, i.e.
Windows, Linux or macOS. Note that the names might differ
slightly depending on which source you get them from, but they
will have a common prefix. For example, on the RP site, for

Windows they will be
‘Python 3.7 CSD Python API 3.0.3 conda package (Windows 64-bit)’
and ‘Python 3.7 CSD Python API 3.0.3 KNIME module Addon (Conda, Windows)’; in a downloads email they would instead be
‘Python 3.7 CSD Python API 3.0.3 Windows 64-bit conda installer’
and ‘Python 3.7 CSD Python API KNIME module 3.0.3 Windows 64bit conda installer’.
Once you have downloaded and extracted the archives, you should
see the two conda channel directories: ccdc_conda_channel and
ccdc_knime_conda_channel.
In a PowerShell window (Windows) or terminal (Linux or macOS),
change into to the directory in which you extracted the archives,
activate the conda environment you use with KNIME and then
install the CCDC packages into the environment using the
following commands (note that conda expects an absolute path for
the channel).
On Windows, run:
conda install --yes --channel $(Resolve-Path -Path
ccdc_conda_channel) csd-python-api
conda install --yes --channel $(Resolve-Path -Path
ccdc_knime_conda_channel) csd-python-api-knime

On Linux or macOS, run:
conda install --yes --channel `pwd`/ccdc_conda_channel
csd-python-api
conda install --yes --channel `pwd`/ccdc_knime_conda_channel
csd-python-api-knime

You can check that the installations have worked by running the
command:
python -c 'import ccdc; import ccdc_knime'

1.2.2.b Creating a Launch Script
Next, you will need to create a custom launch script for the KNIME
component collection to use. As of KNIME 4.2, this is necessary to
ensure the CSD Python API can function properly within KNIME.
The script can be saved wherever is most convenient; ideally it
should be somewhere with your Miniconda installation so it will be
easy to find.
On Windows, open a plain text editor (e.g. Notepad) and create a file
with the following content, but replacing C:\path\to\miniconda3 with
the full path to your Miniconda installation and knime_env with the
name of the conda environment you use with KNIME:
@echo off
>
call "C:\path\to\miniconda3\Scripts\activate" knime_env
>
python.exe %*

Save the file as run_csd_python_api.bat in your chosen location.
On Linux and macOS, similarly create a file in a text editor with the
following content, but replacing /path/to/miniconda with the full
path to your Miniconda installation and knime_env with the name of
the conda environment you use with KNIME:
#!/bin/bash
>
source /path/to/miniconda/bin/activate knime_env
>
python "$@" 1>&1 2>&2

Save the file as run_csd_python_api.sh in your chosen location and
make it executable. To do this in terminal, change to the directory
where you created the script and run:
chmod a+rx run_csd_python_api.sh

You can also make the script executable using a file manager and
the script file’s properties dialog.

Once you have prepared the script, you will need to set KNIME up
to use it via File > Preferences > KNIME > Python. For all platforms:
• The option Python version to use by default should be set to
‘Python 3’.
• The option Python environment configuration should be set to
‘Manual’.
• The option Path to the Python 3 start script under Python 3
(Default) should be set to the script you have just created.
The configuration panel should then look something like this
(example from Windows):

1.2.2.c Installing Miniconda
If you will want to install other Python packages for use with KNIME,
it could be best to start with a separate
Python installation from that supplied by the CCDC. The CCDC’s
installation has been tailored to the
requirements of our software and attempting to add packages to it
or to environments created
within it can sometimes lead to conflicts.
Although a full Anaconda distribution can be convenient, it can
take a while to install and will include many packages that will
probably never be needed. We thus prefer Miniconda, which is a
minimal distribution that is quick to install and can then be built up

with only the required packages. Note that the CCDC only supports
Python 3.7, so please choose the latest Python 3 installer; the
precise version doesn’t matter as an older version of Python can be
chosen when an environment is created (see below).
KNIME provide comprehensive instructions on setting up Python
here, where they recommend Python 3.6 and a list of packages to
install. The CCDC currently only supports Python 3.7, but we have
not found this to be a problem with KNIME. In addition, we have
found only Pandas and the CCDC packages to be absolutely
required to use our components.
Thus, to create a suitable environment, run the command below
but with knime_env replaced with a name of your own choosing:
conda create --yes -–name knime_env python=3.7 pandas

When this is done, activate the new environment as normal and
proceed with the installation as described above.

1.2.2 Configure logging
One final, and optional, piece of configuration is to change the
KNIME Console log level. The CCDC components write logging
information that can be useful for e.g. monitoring progress. To see
this, go to File > Preferences > KNIME > KNIME GUI, and set the
Console View Log Level to INFO:

Installation of CCDC Components and
Example Workflows
The CCDC Components and Example Workflows are accessed via
the CCDC Public Space on the KNIME Hub and are in the two
folders Components and CCDC Example Workflows (the latter is
named so as to avoid conflict with KNIME’s own Example
Workflows folder):

The Components folder contains a sub-folder for each of the
various categories of components:

These will be discussed in detail below, but briefly:
• CSD Search covers components that search the CSD.
• GOLD covers all components related to docking with GOLD.
• Viewers covers components that allow domain-specific
visualization of data.
• Utilities are simple components of that facilitate the use of
other components.
Clicking on a sub-folder shows the individual components it
contains, e.g. for CSD Search:

Clicking on a component’s name opens a page containing its
description, draggable icons (see below) and a ‘Short link’ URL that
can be used to reference the component in documents:

To use a component in a workflow, drag an icon from the
component’s page onto the workflow canvas, just as you would do
with a node from the Node Explorer. Alternatively, drag the
component’s name from its containing folder onto the canvas.
The CCDC Example Workflows folder contains sub-folders for the
categories of examples:

There is one comprehensive example workflow that illustrates
various aspects of GOLD docking, CCDC Running GOLD, and three
for various aspects of searching the CSD:

Clicking on a workflow’s name opens a page showing a preview
image and, as with the component pages, a draggable icon and
‘Short link’ URL:

To use the example workflows, they must first be copied into your
local workspace in KNIME. This can be done by either dragging a
workflow’s name or icon or a folder containing workflows into the
‘LOCAL (Local Workspace)’ Workflow Group in the KNIME Explorer;
this will start the Workflow Import Selection dialog. We would
recommend simply copying across the entire
CCDC Example Workflows folder:

A workflow may then be opened as normal by double-clicking on
its name in the KNIME Explorer:

Note that the CCDC components in these example workflows are
actually links to the components on the KNIME Hub. This is
indicated by the green arrow on the bottom-left of the
components:

Using components linked in this way has the advantage that any
available updates may be applied when the containing workflow is
opened. More details on linked components and the update
mechanism are available here.
In what follows, the example workflows are used as illustrations. We
thus strongly recommend that you download them as described
above and follow along as you read this guide. Some of the
examples require input files, which are available as a Zip archive
here.
Download and extract the archive, then replace the dummy path /
path/to in any file configuration fields with the full path to the folder
into which you extracted the archive. Components that require
configuration in this way will show as ‘Not configured’, i.e. their
‘traffic light’ will be red. Other components in the examples have
been configured and executed and their traffic light will be green.

CCDC KNIME Components
Note that the component images below are linked to the
component page on the KNIME Hub. Where relevant, an example
of the component’s configuration widget and its output table is
shown. Note that the columns in the output table may have been
manually reordered for clarity.

CSD Search
All the search components have certain aspects in common; these
features are described here and only those unique to a particular
component are discussed under the heading for that component:
• They all have an option to limit the number of hits returned by
using the Max. hits option (default 100). This can be useful as it
stops too-general searches taking a very long time. Note that,
for those components that take multiple queries via the input
table, this limit is per-query.
• They all return a common set of columns. These include Diagram,
a 2D depiction of the chemical and mol2_mol, the 3D structure
from the CSD in MOL2 format.
There are also other relevant attributes of the Entry and Crystal
entities that the CSD Python API uses to organize CSD data. The
nature of the columns should be clear to anyone familiar with the
CSD; in cases of ambiguity, please consult the linked API
documentation. The columns returned are listed in the Appendix,
with links to the corresponding section of the API documentation.
Note that some data items returned by the API are more complex
that simple strings or numbers. An example is the Publication
record, which contains fields for the authors, journal, volume etc. To
make such records more compatible with KNIME, they are
‘flattened’, so the fields become the columns publication_authors,
publication_journal etc.

Whilst most data attributes for the Entry entity are included, many
for the Crystal entity are not. This is because many of the Crystal
attributes relate to extended 3D structures that would make little
sense in the context of a KNIME workflow; the contact network
would be a prime example of this. Note that Crystals can still be
explored for search hits using the Mercury Viewer (see below).
Users of the ConQuest tool will be familiar with the concept of CSD
Search Filters, which are constraints on CSD search results that are
independent of the search type. They include, for example, applying
an R-factor threshold, disallowing the presence of disorder etc.
These filters cannot currently be applied as part of a search in
KNIME as they can in ConQuest. However, all the required
properties are returned by the various search components, so the
filtering may be applied as a post-processing step. This is illustrated
in the search‑focused example workflows such as Text‑Numeric
Searches.
As with any KNIME node, once a search has been performed, the
results may always be inspected by right‑clicking on the search
component and selecting the View Table option, marked .
If the Marvin extensions have been installed, the mol2_mol column
can be rendered as a 2D depiction; however, 2D depiction of 3D
structures are rarely informative, so whether this is done can be a
matter of taste.
Finally, all searching is done on the local copy of the CSD database,
i.e. queries are never sent over the network. Note that only the CSD
(including updates) is searched: the use of proprietary databases is
not yet supported.

CCDC CSD Chemical Name Search

This component searches the CSD for a given chemical name. Its
use is illustrated in the Example Workflow CCDC CSD Text-Numeric
Searches.

If the Ignore non-alphabetic characters option is checked (default
is unchecked), the search will ignore non-alphabetic characters in
chemical names. This means, for example, that the query
"butadiene" would also match "buta-1-3-diene".
See the introduction for a description of the Max. hits option.
Below is shown an example hit from the above query:

CCDC CSD Author Search

This component searches the CSD for a given author name or
names. Its use is illustrated in the example workflow CCDC CSD
Text-Numeric Searches.

If multiple author names are specified, they will be AND'ed
together (i.e. all must be present).
If the Exact search? option is unchecked (it is checked by default),
the query names are treated as substrings and ‘Allen’ could match
e.g. ‘Hallenbeck’.
See the introduction for a description of the Max. hits option.
Below is a section of the output from the above query; note that the
columns have been filtered to highlight the publication details:

CCDC CSD Substructure Search

This component performs a CSD substructure search on input
query structures. Its use is illustrated in the example workflow
CCDC CSD Substructure Search.

Queries are taken from the input table, with the column containing
the queries being specified using the 'Query substructure column'
dropdown. Queries must currently be in MOL format (V2000 only).
Note, however, the full range of query features supported by the
MOL format are not yet supported, so query features like atom lists
should not be used. In the example workflow, various methods of
generating suitable queries are illustrated, including using the
Marvin Sketch node, conversion from SMILES and loading queries
from molfiles.
By default, only one hit per database entry is returned. As CSD
structures may contain multiple components, multiple hits per
structure can occur. This is not usually helpful, which is why the
default is to supress this behaviour. However, it may be changed if
required using the Maximum hits per structure option.
See the introduction for a description of the Max. hits option.
The matched substructure is highlighted in the output Diagram,
and a list of the matched atoms returned.

CCDC CSD Similarity Structure Search

This component performs a CSD similarity search on input query
structures. Its use is illustrated in the Example Workflow CCDC CSD
Similarity Search.
For similarity searching, the Tanimoto similarity measure on 2D
molecular fingerprints is used. The fingerprints are path-based, like
the old Daylight fingerprint: more details are given here.
Note that the similarity is calculated by component: if a structure
contains multiple components, then the value returned is the
maximum similarity between the query and any of the
components.

Queries are taken from the input table, with the column containing
the queries being specified using the Query structure column
dropdown. Queries can be in either .mol or .mol2 format. Note that
the output format will always be in .mol2 format even if the query is
in .mol format.
Below some similarity level, which can vary with the query and the
use case, hits cease to have much real resemblance to the query
and are best ignored. This cut-off value can be set using the
Similarity threshold field (the default is 0.7).
The Maximum hits per structure option is as described for the
CCDC CSD Substructure Search component.
See the introduction for a description of the Max. hits option.
The similarity value is returned, and the output table sorted in order
of descending similarity. The example below shows some hits
where the query structure is Lapatinib:

Viewers
Viewers covers components that allow domain-specific visualization
of data. Recall that the built-in table view is always available, and
that KNIME provides other tools for visualization that could be used

with these components; as an example, the interactive Table View
node is used in the CSD Search example workflows such as CCDC
CSD Text-Numeric Searches.
Currently, only the Mercury viewer is included in this category.
However, a component that can start the Hermes viewer to inspect
the results of a GOLD docking is included under GOLD, below. Note
that these are both sophisticated applications with many features
that cannot be covered here; please consult the linked documents
for further details.

CCDC Run Mercury

This component starts the Mercury viewer and loads the input data
into a Data Analysis table; rows in this table can then be selected
and the 3D structure of the corresponding database entry will be
displayed in Mercury. Note that the input table must include a
column containing valid CSD Refcodes, which can be named
'Refcode', 'Name' or 'Identifier' (case insensitive).
Once a structure is loaded into Mercury, all structural analyses may
be performed on it as normal; below is an example taken, from the
CCDC CSD Similarity Search workflow, where contacts and Hbonds are being displayed:

Utilities
Utilities are simple components of that facilitate the use of other
components.

CCDC Load MOL files

This component is a simple utility that reads in all files with the
extension .mol found in the directory specified in the
Directory containing query molfiles field.

All files found are assumed be in mol format (V2000 only) and thus
to contain a single structure each. A table is output with one
structure per row:

The component is intended mainly to be used to load one or more
query structures to be passed to a CSD Substructure or Similarity
Search component; its use is thus illustrated in the example
workflows CCDC CSD Substructure Search and CCDC CSD
Similarity Search.

GOLD
The remaining components are designed to work together to
facilitate GOLD docking via KNIME. GOLD is a very complex
application with many configuration options. Because of this
complexity, no attempt has been made to expose these options via
KNIME (and no attempt is made to teach GOLD here). Instead,
configuration must be done externally to KNIME and saved as a
GOLD conf file, which is then used to configure a CCDC GOLD Run
Docking component (see below).

We recommend using the tools under the GOLD menu in Hermes
to set up a docking system. ‘system’ refers to the macromolecular
target file(s), any cavity definition file and the conf file. This set of
files can then be distributed to those wishing to use the system in
KNIME.
We envisage a use case where an experienced computational
chemist sets up and validates a docking system in Hermes. They
might then use it themselves via KNIME as a convenience and/or
distribute it to others, such as medicinal chemists, who could use it
in their design work.
Note that the conf file contains paths to the target and cavitydefinition files; care must thus be taken that the paths remain
correct when the system is distributed. The simplest way to ensure
this is to use relative paths, and this is done in the set of example
files intended for use with this guide.
The use of these components is illustrated in the example workflow
CCDC Running GOLD, along with the example files provided in the
archive.
The example target provided is based on Spleen Tyrosine Kinase
(SYK) structure 5LMA, and the example ligands are compounds for
which other SYK co-crystal structures are available or
straightforward analogues thereof. The extra columns in the ligand
.csv file are dummy data intended to illustrate that the data
included are carried through the docking process into the solution
.mol2 files.
Note that this set of files is for illustrative purposes only and has not
been prepared or validated with the that would be required for
production work.

CCDC GOLD Ligand Prep

This component takes SMILES strings as input and prepares highquality 3D structures suitable as input to GOLD. As well as a SMILES
column, the input table must include a column containing unique
names for the ligands.

The prepared ligand structures are returned in MOL2 format in a
column called gold_input; note that the 3D structures are being
depicted by the Marvin renderer in the example below.

Note that, at present, this component only handles generation of
3D structures. Thus, the required protonation state and tautomer of
the input ligand must be specified in the input SMILES. In addition,
if stereochemistry is not completely specified in the input, an
arbitrary stereoisomer will be created.

CCDC GOLD Run Docking

This component runs GOLD on prepared ligands from the input
table.

The column containing the prepared ligands is specified via the
Ligand column dropdown. The supplied ligands must be in MOL2
or MOL format and must be suitable for input to GOLD, i.e. they are
3D structures of sufficient quality.
As noted above all other configuration is performed by uploading a
valid GOLD conf file via the GOLD configuration file field. All files
specified in the conf file, i.e. those for the macromolecular target(s)
and any required for cavity-definition, must exist and be readable.
Note that any ligand file specified in the conf file will be ignored, as
ligands are taken from the input table.
The docking solution poses will be included in the output table in
MOL2 format as the column gold_soln. All ancillary data produced
by GOLD will be included in columns named as the corresponding
data item in an output molfile would be (see the GOLD
documentation for details).
If the Start Hermes? checkbox is ticked (default is unticked), the
Hermes viewer will be started and all solutions loaded as soon as
docking is finished. The solutions can then be inspected as normal.

An example of the output table is shown below, although it is not
expected to be especially informative. The GOLD component will
accept both .mol2 and .mol format input and will write the solutions
in the same format. As it is not known ahead of time which format
will be presented, it is not possible to tag the solution column as a
molecular type: it thus remains as a string column.

Many of the columns can be used by Hermes (e.g.
Gold.Protein.RotatedTorsions), but are not really interpretable
otherwise. However, the fitness score and its components may be
useful for filtering or re-ranking, although this is likely only to be of
interest to those fairly expert in GOLD. Please see the GOLD
documentation more information on the various fitness scores
available and their composition.

CCDC GOLD Export Results

This component exports the GOLD solutions in the input table and
optionally starts Hermes.

The solutions are written as individual .mol2 format molfiles (named
using the standard scheme) to the directory specified in the Export
directory field; this directory must exist and must be empty. The
GOLD solution column must be called gold_soln, i.e. as named by
the Run GOLD component. All other columns are included as data
items in a comment block of the MOL2 file.
Note that the conf file (api_gold.conf) and the protein file
(gold_protein.mol2) written by GOLD are also exported. These files
are required for visualization in Hermes
(e.g. Hemes > File > Load GOLD Results).

If the Start Hermes? checkbox is ticked (default is unticked), the
Hermes viewer will be started and all solutions in the input table
loaded. These solutions can then be inspected as normal. This
component may thus be used as a Viewer for e.g. filtered result sets.

Appendices
Columns returned by CSD Search
components
Names are linked to the corresponding entry in the CSD Python API
documentation. Note that only the first field of a composite record
is linked.
Entry

Crystal

deposition_date

crystal_system

previous_identifier

lattice_centring

ccdc_number

is_centrosymmetric

chemical_name

is_sohncke

synonyms

spacegroup_symbol

peptide_sequence

cell_alpha

formula

cell_beta

analogue

cell_gamma

bioactivity

cell_a

melting_point

cell_b

phase_transition

cell_c

habit

cell_volume

color

z_prime

polymorph

z_value

publication_authors

calculated_density

publication_ journal

packing_coefficient

publication_volume

Entry
publication_first_page
publication_year
publication_doi
remarks
has_3d_structure
r_factor
has_disorder
disorder_details
is_polymeric
is_powder_study
is_organic
is_organometallic
radiation_source
temperature
pressure
solvent
source

Crystal

